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Integrated Water Management Equipment
Sluice Gates
Tainter Gates
Ac tuators
Telemetr y
SCADA
Fo r ag / irrig atio n, water/ waste water,
and ind ustrial applic atio ns

Water districts and irrigators are under increasing
pressure to monitor, control, and conserve water.
Automation is the only solution.
Why Watch Technologies?

Watch Technologies’ Innovative Products

Watch Technologies is your automation answer. We offer a comprehensive suite of simple,
effective, low-cost equipment for monitoring and control. With a 30-year history in field data
collection and monitoring, sensor-driven equipment and software, and SCADA systems, Watch
Technologies knows what works in the field. We develop products that work better, are simpler
to use, and all work together -- for less money.
Watch Technologies is the only U.S. company that designs and manufactures integrated equipment – no system integration needed. The bottom line is that we offer a total solution from
the ditch through the gates and controls, to the software, to you.

Why Pay More for Other Companies’ Products?

Watch Technologies makes robust, top quality gates of all sizes and materials, as well as
actuators for less because they are simpler by design and cost less to manufacture. Because
they are simpler by design, they are easier to use, install, and maintain.

Why Wait for Delivery?

Receive a quick quote from Watch Technologies in two business days. And our gates and
actuators, are shipped in just 4 – 6 weeks.
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Watch Technologies’ Smart Gate maintains the desired constant water flow of
the Plateville River 24/7 for the Plateville Irrigation District in Colorado.

www.watchtechnologies.com

Robust Watch Technologies’ Sluice Gates, Tainter Gates, and Smart Gates
Custom is our standard, all sizes, all materials. Durable, simple by design, easy to operate and maintain.
Ready for any sort of actuation and automation. WT Smart Gates are fully integrated, stand-alone, 100%
complete control stations that can be instantly deployed.
Innovative Smart Split Gate*
Combines the functionality of two separate gates into one: bottom-up / top-down control, debris
sluicing, automatic emergency dump, top-down surface control and/or measuring weir. Solar-powered
or AC. Easily deployed and programmed. Any size.
Watch Technologies Gate Actuators*
So simple, no technician is required to install or keep operating. Ready for solar out of the box.
WT Smart Gate Actuators have a “brain” (embedded controller) that converts the actuator into an RTU.
Half the cost of other major manufacturers’ products.
Watch Technologies Telemetry and SCADA Systems
Gain control over flow, energy utilization, and mechanical operations with Watch Technologies' RTUs and
HMI Software.
* Split Gate: U.S. Patent Pending *Actuator: U.S. Patent Pending

